
The purpose of Price Matrix Summaries 

Financial proposals do require the production of price summaries according to fixed formats called 
PSS-A forms. The PSS-A1, PSS-A2, PSS-A4, PSS-A6, PSS-A8 PSS-A15 and PSS-A15.1 are the most 
commonly used and are all produced by ECOS from the elementary data entered across the whole 
Industrial Team. 

Many ITT/RFQ are also requesting high level price summaries or synthesis whose structure can be 
very specific to each procurement case and therefore requiring the aggregation of selected Work 
Package prices. Such selection process made across possibly hundreds of WPs for large proposals 
proves to be tedious and lengthy so an automated solution had to be implemented. 

A new feature called Price Matrix Summary has been included into ECOS that allows to produce 
such high level Price summaries. It has been conceived to offer maximum flexibility in the definition 
of the matrices in order to match the broadest variety of needs. 

This new feature is accessible clicking on the new Matrix tab available on the active window of 
ECOS. This tab is now included in both ITT and Tender files so when a Prime Contractor receives a 
tender file from a sub-contractor, it may produce report based on matrices indexes assignments but 
may also create its own matrices to summarize the price of the received offer according different 
aggregation needs. 

In ITT . ECS file: 

 

In Tender . TEN file: 

 

This feature is optional but is strongly recommended to use when the production of such synthesis 
are needed. 

DISCLAIMER 

Unlike the PSS_A formats, the Price Matrix Summary offers a maximum of flexibility in conceiving 
synthetic tables. The User remains fully responsible for the numbers produced. For instance it is 
possible to aggregate prices from different Price types (f.i. Price Type 1 for Firm Fixed Price and Price 
type 4 for Ceiling Price to be converted to Fixed Price should normally not be summed up together). 



Such Mixed Price Type totals may have an interest in presenting and comparing various alternatives 
but cannot constitute the basis of the formal commitment that remains at each price type level. 

It is also possible to present in lines or columns cost figures that do overlap one with another. ECOS 
indicates at the time of the report production the overlaps with a marker “O” and produces totals 
that do not duplicate values of the overlaps. Gaps in time period series are also signaled during the 
application of the batch filters but will remain when summing up row or columns of time periods 
containing gaps. 

Important recommendations 

The Price Matrix Summary feature allows to produce very rapidly synthetic tables. The more ECOS is 
used properly, the more efficient and easy will be the production of these tables. This includes: 

• Follow recommendations to build a good PT/WBS (See the Quick Guidelines on this subject). 
• Use systematically and properly the Support Functions system 
• Define your ITTs preferably at PT node level and for each contractual phase involved. 
• Define specific Budgetary Sub-cos provisions for each contractual phase involved using the 

nX Support Functions. 
• Involve systematically your sub-contractors when identified at the time of the proposal 

elaboration and send them an ITT issued from your ECOS file in order to be able to integrate 
their ECOS Tender Answers files.  

• Continue using ECOS to manage the Best Practices at least till Ceiling Price conversion 

Basic Principles 

A Price Matrix is a two dimensions table that summarizes the components of the price offered. Each 
cell of the table is identified by both its row and column indexes. The Work Packages prices are 
grouped according to these Row and Column indexes. 

The production of a Price Matrix Summary requires three steps: 

Step 1: 

Based on an integrated file, define the row and column headers of the matrix including eventually 
sub-totals and totals. Nested sub-totals are authorized. 

Step 2: 

Define the series of filters that are going to be applied to assign row and column number to each of 
the selection of the batch filter in a sequential way. Launch the batch process. All the Work Packages 
of the integrated file (Own share + budgetary Sub-Cos provisions + selected tenders from sub-
contractors) receive the row/col indexes corresponding to the criteria of the filters. 

Step 3: 

Produce the Report 5307 based on these matrix set up. The Report 5307 can be configured to 
produce different type of information per cell or to select sub-set of data to be taken into account.   



It is possible to define up to 9 different independent matrices corresponding to different price 
summary presentations. Only one is visible at a time. 

The user has the possibility to backup / restore a Matrix set (= matrix headers + batch filter 
definition) to apply on various versions or alternates of a given proposal or to reuse as a starting 
point on another project.  

Part of the Rows or Columns can be defined as sub-totals or totals and the rows and columns order 
can be re-arranged (move up / move down) within the same sub-totals block and re-indexed. 

A basic principle is that you enter a sub-total or total line then the index number is not incremented. 
There is however an exception when two or more sub-totals are nested; in this case the index from 
the second nested sub-total must be incremented.  

The displayed information by 
default in each cell is a single price 
value but additional options are 
available. 

Try them! (Options accessible from 
Report 5307) 

 

o Own share and Integrated price (when OBS breakdown has been selected) 

The specific tab called Matrix lists all WPs included into the integrated file. 

This screen allows to assign individually the Row and Column 
indexes of every single Work Package For efficiency reasons, a 

filtering facility has been associated. It allows to easily select groups of WPs on 
which Rows and/or Columns indexes are to be assigned in one block using the 
Change Multiple icon 

The filter also includes the possibility to list the remaining WPs with missing Row / Column 
assignments. Use the combination Auto-Filtering and Only Zero Row/Col for this. Background of the 
Row and Column cells are red when no value has yet been assigned this helping identifying such cells 
more easily when browsing the list of WPs.to complete the indexes assignments. 

IMPORTANT: Instead of using this step-by-step procedure, which is here to introduce the concept of 
matrix indices assignments or search for remaining empty row/col assignments, the User will find 
more efficient to define a batch filter that will allow to perform the indexes assignments in a single 
and more rapid operation. This feature remains very useful to carry out some investigations on 
specific parts of the WBS. It is recommended to use Auto-Filtering option ticked-in to allow faster 
process. 



A specific configurable report (Report 5307) has been added to verify the price aggregation resulting 
from the indexes assignments and to produce the Price summary table(s). This report is available 
only in Grid format since it is expected that the User shall copy/paste the information in Excel to 
further format and customize the presentation of the table before including it into the core 
document of the financial proposal. 

 

Price Matrix Summary examples – Simple cases 

A typical example is for instance to report Price per main activities vs. Contractual 
phases. Quite frequently, the Management Reserve will have to be presented 
separately from other figures. Here are the corresponding Matrix headers 
definition together with the Batch Filter definition. 

 
 

 
 
Note the wildcard character used in the PT/WBS Number column. 

The wild card system used is the following: 

* for any character string 

? for any single character 

! to negate a character string i.e. exclude records matching the string 

Examples: 



In ECOS PT/WBS  

31A2*-2A* 

Will catch Work Packages for the Product Tree branch 31A2 and all subsequent PT nodes and will 
retain only Project Office Support Function for the Space Segment (-2A series). 

Using ‘*’character on the PT node may prove to be very useful to aggregate in a specific cell all prices 
related to the Prime and its sub-contractors at any level involved into this specific PT branch. It could 
be for instance a sub-system of a satellite. It is reminded that there are many choices in displaying 
cells values. For instance it is possible to display the breakdown per responsible companies in a given 
cell. 

Please note that Management Reserve has to be properly identified under Support Function -2R for 
the Batch filter to work properly. 
Also the Phase E1 activities are selected using the field Contractual Phase 
 

The next page displays the resulting report, obtained by selecting the report 5307 in the Report Main 
Menu option. The report presented is based on default report settings  
 
You will notice some numbers displayed in red alerting the User that they are aggregating prices 
from different types  

 

The report can also be produced displaying prices per price type to solve this issue. 

 



 

Price Matrix Summary reporting on participating companies per country  

Instead of reporting per participating company we may produce the Price Synthesis per country. 
(Totals taking into account weighting factors will be available from ECOS 5.2 Build 005) 

Reporting per participating company is a bit tricky because you may have more than one company 
involved on one Work Package. For instance you may have suppliers from different countries booked 
on different lines of the “Other Direct Costs” categories. As a consequence, the same Work Package 
might need to spread its cost over several lines so you cannot directly select such Work Packages in 
the Batch Filter  

In order to solve this problem, we identify the countries per line (see example with Rows 
assignments on next page.) and into the batch filter for the Work Packages whose cost must be 

spread over these various countries we put a symbol “@ “in the Row index and let ECOS calculate 
the split of the price per participating companies. 

The Rows definition is as follows: 



 

You may notice the definition of a countries cluster called CLUSTER1. The definition of such cluster 
appears quite frequently in the expression of Geo-Return requirements  

 Some countries (IT and DK) shall be reported twice along their own line and within the Cluster. This 
means that the amounts displayed into these rows are overlapping. When producing the total, the 
contribution of such countries shall be counted only once. 

As indicated earlier, WPs 
may contribute to several 
lines. So we do not 
indicate the line number 
for the WP but we use the 
special character @. This character indicates to ECOS that the breakdown per country shall be done 
according to the headers definition (the row headers in this case). 

Because we want to isolate the management reserve, we add a filter at the end of the batch that 
segregates all -2R Support Function based Work Packages in Line A and column 4. Please note the 
importance of placing this instruction at the end of the batch filter sequence since the last 
instruction overwrites previous assignments. 

Last but not least we make sure that the option for matrix assignments “per Participating 
companies” is selected before executing the batch. 

 

 

The report 5307 looks as follows: 



 

The red markers “O” indicate the rows involved in overlaps. The total line does not count twice such 
overlapping contributions. 

To be noted that it is possible at this stage to define additional clusters of 
countries or revise the Geo-Return requirements by using this icon on the 
[Matrix] tab.  

 

 

 

Matrix Summary reporting on responsible companies per country  

When reporting per responsible company, we shall select the Matrix Assignment option “Per 
Responsible Company”. 

It is recommended to use the Cod column to define the countries included into the report. This is 
mandatory only when using Clusters but it is preferable to always use the same procedure. Another 
great advantage is that the Batch Filter can be defined in a much more concise and easy manner 
using the “@”character. 



 

The corresponding Report 5307 looks as follows: 

 

Price Matrix Summary involving Time periods 

The PSS-A10 provides a regular time period based report (per month, quarter or year). The purpose 
of the Price Matrix Summary in this domain of time period based reports is to bring more flexibility 
by freely defining the breakdown per eventually variable size time periods. Each time period can be 
individually customized. 

Here is an example: 



First line concern Phase B2 defined by its start and end dates 

Second to fourth lines concern Phase C/D defined as First Year, Second Year and Remaining Years of 
the Phase C/D 

The 5th line concerns Phase E1 that will be defined as Contractual Phase = E1 instead of using Start 
and End dates. This will demonstrate the difference in the way the selection is specified in the batch 
filter. 

Here again, a same Work Package may have costs spread over several periods so we need to identify 
the time periods into the Matrix Headers section and address time periods through a generic 

character in your matrix indexes assignments. In this case the generic character is: “#” 

 

 

It is possible to sum up rows or columns involving time periods. 

If the time periods involved overlap, the summing row or column will resolve the Min Start Date / 
Max End Date of the various rows/columns and will calculate the corresponding part of the Price 
accordingly. 

If a time gap exists between time period, a warning message will pop-up to ask confirmation or to 
allow adjustments. 

It is possible to sum up time period rows/columns with other rows/columns types only if WP Prices 
or Part of Prices are not counted twice or more. 

Here is the corresponding Report 5307 output 



 

The overall total is in red because this is an inappropriate aggregation of prices from different price 
type: 

Firm prices for Phase B2 (i.e. including escalation) and non-firm prices for Phases C/D and E1 (i.e. 
excluding escalation). 

  



Price Matrix Summary based on Organization Breakdown Structure 

A classical type of breakdown is to present the price according to the hierarchy of the Organization 
Breakdown Structure of the Industrial Team. 

In order to avoid the tedious task to define line per line the list of the companies constituting the 
Industrial Team, a shortcut is offered to the user by simply ticking in a box: 

  

This possibility is only offered for the row headers since the list of companies can be rather long. It is 
always possible to transpose once the grid report has been copied to Excel. 

All other eventual previous row headers definition will be erased when this option is selected. 

The user can produce for instance a report per Contractual Phase using the following definitions for 
the column headers: 

 

The Batch filter only requires to define the assignments per column since the matrix rows are 
already fully predefined by the Organization Breakdown Structure. 

 

The report 5307 will look as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 



A left side column indicating the position in the Organization Breakdown Structure is added. 

 

It is also possible to choose to display both Own Share and Integrated Price in each of the cells: 

 

 

 

  



Price Matrix Summary examples – More complex cases 

In this case we are creating a Matrix that both contain report per countries in rows and time periods 
in columns so both character “@”and “#”will be used 

 

The batch filter is rather simple since all definition of countries in rows and time periods in columns 
are already specified in the headers 

To be noted the Management Reserve added at the end of the batch filter (Support Function 2R 
assigned to Line A and columns per time periods) 

Also the Phase E1 is not define as a time period but as Column 5 so the Phase E1. The rows are 

assigned per countries using the “@ “character.  

We have chosen to report with Matrix Assignments per participating company. 

The corresponding report 5307 with default settings looks like this (see next page): 

You will note the “o” markers indicating overlaps for IT and DK who are countries also part of 

CLUSTER1  



 

An expansion of the report is to show the breakdown of price per participating company for each 
cell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Additional notes: 

In the examples above we have used headers based on countries, derived from the 
participating or responsible companies.  It is also possible to base the headers on the 
individual companies, so each company can be related to a specific row (or column). ECOS 
will recognize this situation when in the Cod column at least 1 code with more than 3 
characters is entered, in this case all codes in the Cod column will be interpreted as 
Company codes instead of Country codes, even when some have only 2 characters (for 
countries used as companies). 
 

Copying and transposing Price Matrix Summary Row or Column sets 

When defining additional matrices it might convenient and fast to copy whole Row or Column sets. 
During the copy process it is possible to transpose (i.e. copying Rows to Columns or the contrary). 

When assignment of row/column indexes has not yet been done such copies can be done by directly 
highlighting the range of cells to be copied and using the Ctrl C/Ctrl V Microsoft Windows feature. 
Likewise you can use the Ctrl X Microsoft Windows feature to delete a block. 

When indexes have already been assigned, all row or columns assignments can be 
taken into account during the Copy process by using the ”Duplicate Matrix” icon 
from the task bar. 

 

It is possible to transpose a given Price Matrix without having to redefine a single 
Row/Column assignment using the Transpose Icon 

 

It is possible to Backup and Restore Matrix Sets (Headers + Batch 
Filter) for instance to exchange matrix definitions among colleagues. It 
also allow to quickly assign a whole Matrix set definition (Headers + 
Batch Filter) on a new version of a tender that may not include this 
Matrix definition. For doing so the use the Backup and Restore icon 

from the Task Bar. A usual the backup files are located by default into the BCK directory. 

  



Validation of Matrix indexes assignments 

Considering the large number of WPs and the flexibility granted into the row / columns indexes 
assignments process, Some WPs could possibly hold wrong assignments and therefore be 
aggregated into the wrong matrix cell or not taken into account at all. 

There are two levels of verification/validation 

First level Validation 

ECOS automatically detects and reports on anomalies such as: 

• The whole price of a WP is not covered 
• Some overlap exist between rows or columns related to countries or time periods. 
• Participating companies or countries of participating countries are not covered. 
• Some gaps in time periods exists when time period categories are used 

These anomalies are reported into the unassigned totals and with a red marker ‘O’ that indicate 
overlaps. 

Gaps are only reported via warning message during batch filter processing  

Overlaps are also possible when reporting per countries since country clusters can be defined. 

When dealing with countries, the Matrix header definition may miss one or more countries for which 
some work packages may have costs booked coming from companies from these countries. This will 
be picked up into the unassigned totals. This may concern a contributing company from the Other 
Costs categories (orange background of the cell containing the “@” character).  

Here is an example. 

Management Reserve for Payload is defined on line 8 of the Matrix 

 

 



But 9 is entered instead of 8 in the batch filter for B2 and C2 Product Tree Nodes and 2R Support 
Function 

 

The result is the following 

Red background appear for WP B2-2R and C2-2R 

 

 

The 300 000 + 900 000 euro appear in red into the Unassigned Full WP category of the report 5307 

 

This anomaly cannot be left unnoticed. 

Second level Validation 

All allocations may result in correct overall total and all work packages having a row/col assigned for 
their full amount however some Work Packages might have been assigned to the wrong cell of the 
matrix. 



It is reminded that a proper use of the Support Function system greatly simplifies the batch filtering 
process allows the definition of simpler criteria and therefore reduces the risk of errors. 

This is very much up to the user to perform the verifications but ECOS can greatly help such 
investigations. 

For instance, it is possible to validate the indexes assignments by playing with the various 
configuration fields of the report 5307 and verifying if the displayed results are in line with the 
expectations. 

Let’s take an example: if a column hold the prices for 
Phase B2 and Phase B2 is deselected from the Report 
configuration options, then all cells in column ”Phase 
B2”are expected to be empty. If not this means that some 
manual assignment(s) not respecting such a criteria have 
been made. There are most likely errors so this procedure 

allows to verify the matrix assignments very efficiently. (see screen shot of the corresponding report 
5307 output on the next page) 

Because matrix assignments can also be done on a Tender file, this allows to verify the file received 
from sub-contractors. 

  

To be noted that when removing the Phase B2 in Firm Fixed Price, there is no more incompatibility 
in price types for summing up prices for the remaining ones and therefore the totals are no more 
displayed in red. 


